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1.

17 1/2'' width x 7 1/4'' height

1
7

establish 1/7 of the total width,
in this case, 1/7 is 2 1/2''.

fold over to the mark and open.

fold over to the mark and open.

continue folding as indicated.

2.

3.

4. 5.

6.

7.

you now have 7 panels.
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Panel APanel B

fold up to first creased intersection.

fold corners at a forty five degree angle. unfold corners.  peak fold to make crease.

make creases and fold corner.

peak and valley fold as shown.  join panel A to B.

crease in the center of each panel.

8. 9.

10.

12.

13.

14.

11.

arrange folds
to flatten
against form

inside:

crease along the lines shown.  the shaded area

top view of
finished

unit

press center, collapsing
in to make finished make
final form.

16.

Panel
A

Panel

B

slip panel B into A.

detail of first row
of creases.

15.

17.



turn over.

Box
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Make a diagonal crease.  Then fold
the lower, right corner up to the crease.

Make a horizonal cut where the tip of the corner
meets the diagonal crease.

repeat steps 2 through 7 to make seven panels.
fold corner up to crease.

18.

17 sq. inches

discard

17.

19. 20.

fold up. open.

21.

this fold will determine the height of the box.  I
use an inch and a half fold.

22.

this fold will determine the height of the box.  I
use an inch and a half fold.
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crease diagonally with a valley fold.

23.

fold up.

24.

crease the vertical lines with a valley fold.

25.

box continued

27.

collapse and flatten folds.

finished unit

26.

slip panel A into panel B.

A B

28.

inside.


